In today’s challenging and often austere operating environments, data centers act as repositories for highly sensitive and valuable information, and are subsequently vulnerable to attacks from both internal and external threats—adversaries ranging from foreign intelligence services to corporate espionage actors to lone wolf assailants hold varying motivations for pursuing these targets, and their diverse capabilities to carry out attacks cannot be mitigated with a one-size-fits all approach to security. To effectively protect its assets and people, organizations are forced to consider potential dangers from a variety of perspectives, determining methods to anticipate, mitigate, and in the event of an attack, plan for an emergency response that minimizes the impact to physical and digital property and personnel.

In response to the needs of the data center security market, Constellis developed and deployed a proprietary Integrated Security Platform that incorporates holistic analysis and proactive solutions tailored to this rapidly growing industry. We adapted best practices from decades of work within the U.S. Government Department of Defense (DoD) and Intelligence Community (IC) to anticipate, deter, and react to a wide range of internal and external threats. Constellis’ current commercial data center customers include one of the top e-commerce companies in the world, and our approach to protecting our clients is comprised of a full range of integrated protection and enablement needs, including safeguarding data, enabling secure access, assuring regulatory compliance, and thwarting intrusion.

Our Integrated Security Platform

- **Trained Security Guards**
  - Armed and Unarmed Cleared Security Officers
  - Access Control
  - Command Center and Emergency Response
  - Alarm Monitoring and Secure Area Access Control
  - Construction Security and Surveillance

- **Physical Security Assessments**
  - Physical Access
  - Human Factor Vulnerabilities
  - Corporate Espionage
  - Insider Threats
  - Natural Disasters
  - Terrorist Attacks
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EMERGENCY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

- EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
- EMERGENCY PLANNING DRILLS
- CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN
- ESCALATION PROCEDURES
- INCIDENT IDENTIFICATION, NOTIFICATION, AND REPORTING
- RECOVERY ANALYSIS

BUILDING OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

- 24/7 MONITORING AND RAPID RESPONSE
- RECURRING, SEASONAL, AND PREVENTIVE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
- ACCESS CONTROL AND LOCKSMITH SERVICES
- MINOR CONSTRUCTION AND TENANT IMPROVEMENTS
- EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION
- EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM REMOVAL
- ELEVATOR AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE
- TRASH REMOVAL AND RECYCLING

CONTINUOUS MONITORING

Constellis data center security forces are monitored 24/7 by our Global Security Operations Center (GSOC) using tracking and monitoring technology supported by our extensive global infrastructure. Our GSOC security staff is informed of threats as they arise in real-time, allowing our team to address and mitigate security threats instantly.

Our command and control center is based in Moyock, North Carolina, and operated by trained experts well-versed in crisis/emergency management with broad linguistic bases.

ABOUT CONSTELLIS

Constellis protects critical priorities safely and efficiently around the world. Operating in 40 countries and based in the Washington D.C. area, our 22,000 Constellis employees bring unparalleled dedication and passion for creating a safer world and upholding the highest standards of compliance, quality and integrity. As a leading global provider of risk management, security, humanitarian, training and operational support services to government and commercial customers worldwide, Constellis’ forward thinking solutions include a range of synergistic services, including background investigations, social intelligence tools, advanced training, logistics and life support, UAV and K9 services, and crisis response mitigation. At Constellis, our number one priority is to secure success for our customers.
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